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Dear- Peter-, 

38 lhe Uplands 
HARPENDEN 
HERTS. AL5 2NZ 
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l was almost to□ late to qet this letter- written today~ but that 
would have been quite unacceptable from th~ point of view of 
establishing an early advantage . Undoubtedly you will talk me 
out of that advantage 1n due course. 

The day was unfortunate l y interrupted by one of those stupid 
rituals whereby the neighbours get together on one cf the days 
over- the holiday period - a d<,mned boring affair as f<,r as I am 
concerned, and made worse by being 'obliqed" to drink 
pseudo-champagne (even the real stuff would not chang~ my mind 
about this sort of affai r) . I am at present trying to sort out my 
ideas on a paper that 1 am due lo give 1n Hull at the end vf this 
month on a course that I am organ ising - I must have been daft 
when I took on that commitment~ though it has made me do some 
wholesome reading . It has taken u p a great deal of my time, 
quite a bit of it chasing the other authors. 

Apart from writinq in celebration at having escaped from 1985 I 
wanted to tell you how stimulating and fascinating I have found 
the lectures by Dr . Simkins . I have now read them all through at 
least once - J needed to read two of them twice to understand 
what he was getting at - a n d in appr oaching the end was left 
with the feeling that I have not read anything as compelling on 
the SA scene for a long time. It mus t have been ~ remendous fun 
sitting in on the lectures and arquing v,Jith hif'I~ as 1 am sure 
many did. Fortunately Celeste is ver y interested in philosophy 
and therefore has stuff on Rawls and Nozick, so that I was able 
to qet some further anqles on Rawls" views. 

Needless to say [ also enjoyed your recollections about the LP 
tremendously and I thought that you conveyed the heightening 
drama of the last few years of the party's existence ver y well . 
In the accounts of pre-1960 events t here wer e some bits that 
seemed quite new to me, presumably accounted for by t h e fact that 
you were at all times much nearer lhe centre of decision-making 
than I was. I was inter ested in your descript i on of Jock as an 
optimist - to many of u s he was extremely caut ious i n the 
advice he was giving. but I suppose that as a strategic thinker 
he would always be an optimist. 

Is there not a dan!Jer that 11rs Mandel a wi 11 outshine her- husband 
? She has been marvellously adept at capitalising on the 
qovernment"s indecision. and has certainly had a ver-y good press 
her-e in Britain. In many other respects the news coming from SA 
is of course very saddening, but one must expect worse to come 
unless there is a relatively qujck collapse, and who would want 
to pred~ct that? 

How much l1ave your paper-s ,~eported of t.he Honeyford affair ? He 
wrote an article for F:oger Scruton's 'Salisbur·y Review' (whic:h is 
pretty right-wJng) on education in a multi-cultural environment, 
and the Bradford Asian community. whose children he was teachinq, 
was rather upset. He has now been retired early with a massive 
compensation. Penelope, our younqest, brought a copy of his 
article when she turned up shortly before Christmas and I was 



, 

• horrified at some of the comments on the locals (e . g. he writes 
that at a parent-teacher meeting he was interrupted by 'a 
half-educated Sikh'). That sort of thing makes one despair of 
race attitudes in this country~ and 1985 has been a particularly 
bad year for those who are sensitive on such issues. And the 
opinion polls are still not promising us a change of government. 

Have you made any plans tor travel in Europe this year as yet ? 
We will of course demand a visit should you set foot in the 
country we migl1t settle for a meeting over dinner 1n London 
Jf you were really under time pressure, but better by far to 
c ome out here for a day~ it takes less than an hour from central 
London. 

I feel that I must stop here if I 
Please give my regarwdc; to all -
to AP. 

Vn-u~ ~ 

am to put this on an airletter. 
perhaps I should pen some lines 
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